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D Pet Hotels opens new luxury hotel for dogs in
Chelsea (Photos)
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On September 28, D Pet Hotels (http://dpethotels.com) began taking reservations for their new 10,000 square
foot luxury resort and spa for dogs located in the heart of Chelsea. With services including high-end boarding,
private suites decked with flat screen TV's, day care, grooming, and a dog chauffeur service, the hotel caters to
the distinguished dog of Manhattan. D Pet Hotels, which originally catered to posh pups in Los Angeles, opened
up another location in Scottsdale, Arizona in August.
View slideshow: D Pet Hotels Chelsea
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At the launch, film crews and photographers followed
guests as they let their pups try out the beds in the luxury
suites. Some of the more select suites are larger than New
York city apartment bedrooms and are equipped with fullsized human beds, 42 inch flat screen TV's, doggie decor
and paintings. Pups were also invited to test out the luxury
chauffeur car that offers both pick-up and drop-off services
for customers throughout New York City.
The aroma throughout D Pet Hotels Chelsea is very
cleansing and holistic, likely the result of their daily use of
a dry steam vapor cleaner which uses a chemically free,
hypoallergenic and environmentally safe method of
sanitation. They also utilize a state of the art air
conditioner system that cycles the hotel's air every ten
minutes. The indoor dog parks are constantly cleaned by
the daycare staff with a high-end veterinary cleanser that
kills all diseases known to dogs, and there is a vet on call
24 hours a day to ensure the health of pet guests.
Day care and standard room rates are very reasonably
matched at market rates in New York City, with higher
rates reserved for the luxury suites, which run $200 a day.
For more information on D Pet Hotels Chelsea, see their
site (http://dpethotels.com) , or stop by for a visit.
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D Pet Hotels Chelsea has opened its
doors for dog guests.
Photo credit: D Pet Hotels /
www.dpethotels.com
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Karen Biehl, NY Celebrity Dog Examiner
Karen Biehl is the owner of Eli the Celebrity Chihuahua, who won the Milk-Bone "Make You and
Your Dog Famous" Contest and was featured on the 2007-2008 Milk-Bone Small Dog Biscuit
box. Eli has since appeared on runways, in numerous advertisements, magazines, books, and
on TV and film. Karen...

